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In its 13th year, Small Fuel Cells - "Portable & Micro Fuel Cells & Hybrid Devices for
Commercial & Military Applications" - is a primary source of information for end-users,
developers and manufacturers of portable power devices. With an impressive lineup of
speakers from around the world, and industry leaders exhibiting the latest technologies, this
year's conference is not to be missed. Program topics include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Commercial success of small fuel cells: PEM, SOFC, alkaline, direct borohydride & DMFC
Advances in fuel development
Portable fuel cells for military & commercial applications
Micro fuel cells for mobile electronics
Hybrid portable power systems
System integration & balance of plant engineering
Materials challenges and use of materials-by-design approach
Role of nanotechnology & nanomaterials
End-user and OEM perspective on manufacturing & applications
Safety, durability & reliability

This two-day meeting program will feature:
• Four half-day Technical Sessions of the Main Conference Program
• Exhibits and workshops in exhibit area
• Networking opportunities
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Call for Sponsors & Exhibitors

SPONSORSHIP AND EXHIBIT
OPPORTUNITIES

WORKSHOP SPONSORSHIPS

Attendees at this event represent the very top industry,
government and academic researchers from around the
world and provide an extremely targeted and wellqualified audience for exhibitors and sponsors. Your
participation as an exhibitor or sponsor is the most cost
effective way to gain high quality, focused exposure to
these industry leaders. Among other benefits,
sponsorship packages include your logo on marketing
materials to promote your participation and expose
your company to 10’s of thousands of prospects prior
to the program - in addition to the highly targeted
audience we deliver at the event itself.

CONFERENCE SPONSORSHIPS

A variety of conference sponsorships are available
which offer incremental levels of visibility to conference
delegates at the event — as well as opportunities for
marketing exposure prior to the event. Taking
advantage of pre-conference options has the added
benefit of getting your organization’s name out to a
large group of interested decision makers.

NETWORKING EVENT SPONSORSHIPS

These “mini” sponsorships offer representatives of your
organization a dedicated opportunity to network with
conference delegates — with your organization clearly
recognized as the host of the event.
• Cocktail Receptions
• Dinner Banquets

• Luncheons
• Hospitality Suites

KNOWLEDGE FOUNDATION

TECHNOLOGY COMMERCIALIZATION ALLIANCE

• 15% Discount on
Conferences, Exhibit Space
& Live Webcasts
• 15% Discount on
Knowledge Press Publications
• Member Working Groups
• Member Chat Rooms
• Online Member Directory

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Your company may sponsor an instructional workshop
(subject to approval) for delegates in conjunction with the
conference. Highlight your organization’s expertise!
Delegate feedback indicates that these scientific/technical
vehicles enhance retention of your organization’s
presence in their minds — increasing the potential for
drawing customers long after the conference is over.
Call Craig Wohlers at (617) 232-7400 ext. 205
or email cwohlers @ knowledgefoundation.com today
for pricing information and customization options.

CALL FOR POSTER PRESENTATIONS

Industry and academic scientists are encouraged to
submit poster titles for this event. One-page abstracts
(8 1/2” x 11” with 1-inch margins) must be submitted
by email to submit @ knowledgefoundation.com no
later than May 1, 2011 for inclusion in conference
documentation. Additional poster submissions will be
accepted until May 20, 2011 but may not be included
in conference documentation. Note: If you are
submitting a poster, you MUST be registered and paid
in advance to ensure that a posterboard is reserved for
you.

COMPREHENSIVE DOCUMENTATION
AVAILABLE

Nothing can substitute the benefits derived from attending Small Fuel
Cells 2011. But if your schedule prevents you from attending, this
invaluable resource is available to you. Please allow 3-4 weeks after the
conference date for delivery. Note: Documentation is included with
conference fee for registered delegates.

2011 Member Benefits

We would like to invite you to consider becoming a member of the
Knowledge Foundation Technology Commercialization Alliance

Working Group Forums
Online Networking
Discussion Boards
Knowledge Blog
Industry News
Speaking Opportunities
Plus More Benefits

Featured Member Benefit

Knowledge Foundation
Digital Library

Membership gives you free instant access to
download all past and future conference
webcasts and speaker PowerPoint presentations.

For complete membership information go to: knowledgefoundation.com
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Thursday, June 9, 2011

8:00 Registration, Exhibit Viewing/Poster Setup,
Coffee and Pastries
8:50 Organizer’s Welcome and Opening
Remarks

ADVANCES IN MATERIALS RESEARCH AND
COMPONENTS DEVELOPMENT

9:00 Advanced In-Situ Characterization
Techniques for the Optimization of PEM
Fuel Cell Systems

Christopher Hebling, PhD, Head of Dept - Energy
Technology, Fraunhofer ISE, Germany*

Due to the separation of the energy converter and the energy
storage in PEM fuel cell systems, inhomogeneous in-plane
conditions occur since fuel cells always need inlet and outlet
ports for educts and products, respectively. The arising
gradients in humidity, reactant concentrations, pressure,
saturation and temperature can lead to flooding in some
regions which can cause high performance losses and
accelerated local degradation. To specify the state-of-health of
fuel cells and to discriminate the dominant loss mechanisms,
electrochemical impedance spectroscopy is a powerful
characterization tool. This work presents the analysis of
inhomogeneities by conducting impedance spectroscopy on a
segmented 7x7 test cell with a novel synchronized 50-channel
characterization system. Results from different stacks
including a 28-cell Mark 1020ACS from Ballard are discussed
with respect of the impedance behaviour of each single cell
measured simultaneously by a multi-EIS-high-power system.
Obtained data is used to develop an improved in-system
diagnostic method. In order to reduce the complexity of the
diagnostic tool, two discrete frequencies were chosen instead
of performing a complete spectrum. Data of these twofrequency impedance measurements are discussed and
compared to cell and stack voltage measurements. An
impedance based control strategy that improves stability and
efficiency of fuel cell operation compared to traditional designs
is proposed. *In collaboration with: R.Alink, D.Gerteisen,
S.Keller, T.Kurz, C.Sadeler

9:30 Highly Active Carbon-Based ORR Catalysts
for PEMFC
Seong Ihl Woo, PhD, Professor, Dept of Chemical &
Biomolecular Engineering; Dept of Chemistry &
EEWS; Director, Center for Ultramicrochemical
Process Systems, Korea Advanced Institute of
Science and Technology (KAIST), Korea*

As an alternative of Pt/C catalysts for oxygen reduction
reaction in PEMFC, nitrogen doped carbons having various
morphologies and characteristics were prepared. N-dopedCNTs grafted on Fe/C catalyst was synthesized via pyrolysis of
dicyandiamide onto Fe2O3/C. Pyrolysis of DCDA at higher
temperatures increased the amount of N-doping and it had
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positive effects on electrochemical properties toward ORRs.
Two-dimensional carbon structure, graphene, was modified by
N-doping via Hummers method. Around 42% of the catalyst
showed the pyridinic-N site which was the most active
N-doped structure towards ORRs. For an environmental
friendly synthesis method, amino acids were used to prepare
N-doped carbon. It also revealed that not only N-doped
carbon but N, S-dual doped carbon could also be synthesized.
*In collaboration with: C.H.Choi, S.H.Park, K.R.Lee

10:00 Ultra-Low Platinum Loading
High-Performance PEMFCs Using
Buckypaper-Supported Electrodes

Wei Zhu, PhD, Director of R&D Department,
Bing Energy, Inc.; and
Research Scientist, ECE Dept, FAMU-FSU
College of Engineering

The microstructure of the catalyst layer in proton
exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) greatly
influences catalyst (Pt) utilization and cell
performance. We demonstrated a functionally graded catalyst
layer based on a double-layered carbon nanotube/nanofiber
film- (buckypaper) supported Pt composite catalyst to
approach an idealized microstructure. The gradient
distribution of Pt, electrolyte and porosity along the thickness
effectively depresses the transport resistance of proton and
gas. A rated power of 0.88 W/cm2 at 0.65 V was achieved at
80˚C with a low Pt loading of 0.11 mg/cm2 resulting in a
relatively high Pt utilization of 0.18 gPt/kW. The accelerated
degradation test of catalyst support showed a good durability
of buckypaper support because of the high graphitization
degree of carbon nanofibers.

10:30 Networking Refreshment Break,
Exhibit/Poster Viewing

11:00 New Generation Nanocomposites for Fuel
Cell Membrames and Catalysts
Marc St. Arnaud, President and CEO, SIM
Composites, Inc., Canada

Abstract not available at time of printing.
Please visit www.KnowledgeFoundation.com for
the latest Program updates.

11:30 Fuel Cell With In-Situ Electrode Activity
Management
Andrei Leonida, President,
Axiome Advisors

The effect of catalyst poisons in a PEM fuel cell is reversed by
the application of an electrical potential of appropriate
polarity. Materials that would normally lose their catalytic
activity continue to provide stable performance when
polarized. A unique, patented fuel cell design that allows the
operation under biased conditions was developed and tested.
Very stable performance has been documented.
For the latest program updates go to:

www.knowledgefoundation.com
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ALKALINE

12:00 Toward an Alkaline MEA for Fuel Cells:
Electrolyte, Ionomer, and
Electrocatalyst

Paul F. Mutolo, PhD, Associate Director, Cornell Fuel
Cell Institute; Senior Research Associate, Energy
Materials Center at Cornell, Cornell University*
Abstract not available at time of printing. Please visit
www.KnowledgeFoundation.com for the latest Program
updates. *In collaboration with: G.Coates, H.D.Abruña,
F.J.DiSalvo

12:30 Luncheon Sponsored by
The Knowledge Foundation
Membership Program

SYSTEM INTEGRATION

2:00 A Modular Hybrid Fuel Cell System with
Energy Storage

Prasad Enjeti, PhD, Professor, Power Electronic &
Clean Power Research Laboratory; and
Fuel Cell Power Systems Laboratory, Texas A&M
University

A modular fuel cell system has many advantages:
(a) is capable of supplying partial load under fault conditions;
(b) is capable of supplying sudden demands in energy.
A design example is presented for a 150-W, three-section fuel
cell stack and dc-dc converter topology. We will present
experimental results obtained on a 150-W, proton exchange
membrane (PEM) fuel cell stack.

SOFC

2:30 Highly Efficient Planar Micro-SOFC

Michael Stelter, PhD, Head of Department Processes and Components, Fraunhofer IKTS,
Germany

A detailed development update is given on the massproducible eneramic® Micro-SOFC system that is being
developed at Fraunhofer IKTS. Due to a strictly simplified
system and well balanced internal heat and fluid streams a
very high net system efficiency of well over 21% has been
achieved with off-the-shelf sensors and actuators and
operating on commercial fuel. The multilayer approach for the
stack and further system components will be shown to be a
very cost effective way to manufacture small scale, compact
SOFCs. Recent system test results and data will be presented.

3:00 Direct JP-8 Fuel Cell for Portable Power
Jeff Bentley, CEO, CellTech Power LLC

CellTech has developed the Liquid Tin Anode SOFC (LTASOFC) for direct conversion of fuel to power. The LTA-SOFC is
not harmed by sulfur or carbon so it is an ideal power source
for operation on military logistics fuel as well as other
commonly available hydrocarbon fuels. This talk will review
the operating principles of LTA-SOFC and discuss cell, stack
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and system level progress in portable power.

3:30 Networking Refreshment Break,
Exhibit/Poster Viewing

4:00 Fuel Cells Enabling Applications
David Nicholas, Vice President,
Adaptive Materials, Inc.

AMI offers high energy density SOFC power sources for
military applications in portable power and unmanned
vehicles, and will soon offer commercial variants of these
products for industrial and leisure markets. We will present
recent successes and demonstrations of our power systems in
unmanned vehicles with extended duration as well as portable
power systems being field tested by the US military.

4:30 Thin Film Technology for Portable Gas
Batteries

Sascha Kühn, PhD, CEO and CTO, eZelleron GmbH,
Germany

Microtubular Solid Oxide Fuel Cells are operational within
seconds and allow a higher power density per volume than the
larger version. Hence they are a potential technology for
automotive, auxiliary and small scale portable power supply
devices. The electrolyte layer is the heart of eZelleron’s
microtubes and because it is free of pores and still
submicrogranular structured the cells show extremely high
power densities of more than 1.5 W/cm≤ at 800˚C. Issues of
such thin layer SOFC and the way to solve them are
presented.

5:00 Selected Oral Poster Highlights I

5:30 Concluding Discussion, End of Day One

Friday, June 10, 2011

8:00 Exhibit/Poster Viewing, Coffee and Pastries

APPLICATION AND COMMERCIALIZATION

9:00 Commercialization of Portable Hydrogen
Andrew P. Wallace, Director of the Alternative
Energy Research Center, SiGNa Chemistry

SiGNa Chemistry has developed a range of commercial sodium
silicide based hydrogen systems for applications requiring 1 to
300 Watts. This work will summarize the lessons learned from
manufacturing the first 1,000 cartridges for a particular
application.

9:30 Fuel Cells and Power Management for
Military Applications
Paul Osenar, PhD, President & CEO,
Protonex Technology Corporation

Protonex continues to focus on the commercialization of fuel
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cell systems and power management equipment for high
value portable military applications. Within the military, there
is a long standing need for advancements in portable and
remote power. Simply providing better energy density over
traditional batteries has proven not enough to propel rapid
deployment. Rather the integration of high-density storage
with intelligent power management is resulting in very positive
signs to sustained procurement of portable field battery
chargers and associated equipment. Our SPM (Soldier Power
Manager) devices, M300 battery charger (Reformed Methanol,
PEM Fuel Cell) and upcoming developments will be discussed.

10:00 Advanced Approaches to Manufacturing of
Fuel Cell Stacks for Portable Applications
Ken Pearson, Chief Operations Officer,
Jadoo Power, Inc.

Jadoo Power is a US-based fuel cell developer/manufacturer
that supplies patented fuel cell products to commercial and
military customers. The company has developed an
integrated fuel cell power systems and four generations of
products, initially targeting portable applications that require
long runtime and reliable off-grid power solutions. To lower
the cost of fuel cells, production improvements and innovation
must be achieved. Advancements must be made in the
multiple disciplines of the fuel cell system manufacturing,
which include metal components, seals, composite polymeric
materials, integrated electronics and automated assembly.
Jadoo Power will present approaches in advanced
manufacturing methods of fuel cell stacks for portable
applications

10:30 Networking Refreshment Break, Exhibit/Poster
Viewing
11:00 Hybrid Power Source Integrating Solar,
PEM and Sodioboro Technologies
Paolo Fracas, CEO, GENPORT srl,
spin-off of Politecnico de Milano, Italy

Advanced lightweight generators, integrating the long running
time of PEMFC, the quick response of batteries, the
intermittent availability of solar energy and the high energy
density of solid hydrogen, will ensure to extend the power
need of electronic-based equipment in many off-grid contests.
The hybrid concept extended to chemical storages as well as
PV generation opens the door to a great amount of
improvements in term of system reliability, long term energy
retention and cost effectiveness. Technical challenges
concerning this complex system will be illustrated with a
specific focus on different hydrogen on demand strategies
based on Sodioboro and metal hydrides storages providing
experimental and simulation results.

11:30 Development of NaBH4-Hydrogen
Generator for Deep Water Fuel Cell
Applications

Martin Blechert, Portable Power Supply Group, Dept
High Density Interconnect & Wafer Level Packaging,
Technische Universität Berlin, Germany*
A consortium of companies and academia is developing a
small fuel cell system for under water and deep-sea
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applications. The fuel cell features a direct H2O2 supply at the
cathode and hydrogen which is produced on demand in a
NaBH4 hydrogen reactor. An open concept was implemented
to avoid bulky pressure vessels. Therefore reliable
performance of all components at a pressure of up to 700 bars
had to be demonstrated. The paper describes the design of
the hydrogen reactor including thermal management and
catalyst stability. A hydrogen rate control system was
developed which includes a micro pump, and a bellow system
as hydrogen buffer and rate monitor. Long term tests
including the reactor and the PEM fuel cell will be presented.
*In collaboration with: R.Hahn, K.Höppner, S.Wagner,
W.Fröhlingsdorf, J.Mainert, T.Hahn

12:00 Fuel Cell Based Portable Generators:
Design and System Integration

Delia Muñoz Alé, Industrial Engineer, Systems
Engineering Dept., Hynergreen Technologies S.A., an
Abengoa Company, Spain

System requirements that must meet fuel cell based portable
generators are not only related to the basic performance in
terms of power, weight and autonomy, but also to external
restrictions and regulations to comply for most commercial
and military applications. The issues in the design and system
integration to achieve these goals include every component of
the generator and can be grouped in three distinctive areas.
Some elements as the fuel cell or the output voltage regulator
act as heat sources. Strategies for maintaining a proper
temperature at every location are simulated. Another
important issue to consider is the electromagnetic
compatibility (EMC). In most simple systems where a standard
low frequency controller is used, EMC compliance is not hard
to reach, but when power conversion for a regulated output or
PWM control of valves and fans is used, EMC problems could
arise mostly because of radiated interference. EMC can be
achieved by suppressing the parasitic antennae created by
long wires and by reducing the bandwidth and amplitude of
signals that control valves and fans. A third matter is the
enhancement of the systems power efficiency. This efficiency
relates the output power and the internally consumed power
to make the whole system work. This efficiency is increased
by the use of optimal valve and fan control algorithms as well
as the use of low-power electronic circuits. Unfortunately, the
use of these techniques may lead to an increase in
electromagnetic emissions and, thus, a compromise between
those must be reached. *In collaboration with: A.Pérez
Vega-Leal, Universidad de Sevilla; V.Mesa Velez-Bracho,
G.Adame García, Hynergreen

12:30 Lunch on Your Own

DMFC

2:00 Superior DMFC Performance by
Placement of Novel Methanol Resistant
Nano-Composite Layer at the
Electrode/Membrane Interface
Stuart M. Holmes, PhD, School of Chemical
Engineering & Analytical Science, University of
Manchester, United Kingdom

The Direct methanol fuel cell (DMFC) is garnering increased
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attention as an alternative power source especially for portable
applications and these devices are close to commercialization.
The major drawbacks of this technology are the slow electrode
kinetics of the methanol at the anode and the electro-osmotic
drag of methanol through the membrane which leads to a
parasitic reaction occurring at the cathode. Zeolite mordenite is
selective of water over methanol but has extremely limited
capability as a proton conducting material which means that if
the mordenite layer becomes too densely packed the proton
mobility is restricted [C.Yoonoo, et al, 2010]. This work
demonstrates a technique which, using a straight forward
synthetic step which can readily be incorporated into a
manufacturing process, yields a step change in performance.
The technique is aimed at allowing protons to move freely
through the membrane whilst the methanol is repelled by the
organophobic zeolite, this is achieved by placing ultra thin
layers of nano-composite Nafion/mordenite within the
membrane-electrode-assembly (MEA) and an improvement in
power density of up to 60% is observed when compared to a
standard MEA featuring a plain Nafion membrane.

2:30 Model-Based Analysis of Portable DMFC
System Configurations

Ulrike Krewer, PhD, Prof, Max Planck Institute for
Dynamics of Complex Technical Systems, Germany
Model-based system analysis and design allows detecting
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limitations of DMFC system designs at early project stages.
This presentation gives a fundamental insight into selected
active DMFC system configurations. It elucidates their
theoretical capabilities and limitations with a focus on
environmental reliability and fuel efficiency. Details on the
feasibility envelope for water-autonomous operation and the
effect of system design on efficiency are given.

3:00 High Power Density, High Fuel Efficiency,
Low Degradation DMFC
Speaker to be confirmed

Abstract not available at time of printing. Please visit
www.KnowledgeFoundation.com for the latest Program
updates.

3:30 Selected Oral Poster Highlights II
4:00 Concluding Discussion:

Portable Fuel Cells Marketplace Outlook:

From 2000 to 2020 - Lessons learned.
What’s next?

4:30 End of Conference

2011 Member Benefits

We would like to invite you to consider becoming a member of the
Knowledge Foundation Technology Commercialization Alliance

Working Group Forums
Online Networking
Discussion Boards
Knowledge Blog
Industry News
Speaking Opportunities
Plus More Benefits

Featured Member Benefit

Knowledge Foundation
Digital Library

Membership gives you free instant access to
download all past and future conference
webcasts and speaker PowerPoint presentations.

For complete membership information go to: knowledgefoundation.com
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REGISTRATION FORM
Please register me for

❑ Commercial (June 9-10, 2011)
❑ Academic/Government (June 9-10, 2011)*
❑ Poster Space Reservation (must be a registered delegate)

Member

❑ $1019
❑ $679*
❑ $65

Non-Member

❑ $1199
❑ $799*
❑ $65

3026

ONLINE

Become a
member of the
Alliance & take
15% off your
registration fee

❑ I would like to become a member of the Knowledge Foundation Technology Commercialization Alliance:
❑ $229/yr Individual Commercial Member
❑ $49/yr Individual Student Member
❑ $169/yr Individual Government/Academic Member
❑ I cannot attend, but please send the conference documentation.
❑ Enclosed is my check for $99. ❑ Invoice Me
❑ Enclosed is a check/bank draft for US$__________

❑ Invoice me ❑ Charge my Credit Card: ❑ VISA ❑ MC ❑ AMEX in the amount of US$__________
Card #:_________________________________________________Exp.: ____________________

❑ Please send me information on exhibit and sponsorship opportunities.

Name: ________________________________________________________

Job Title: ______________________________________________________
Organization: __________________________________________________

Division: ______________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________
City/State/Zip: __________________________________________________

Tel:__________________________________Fax: ____________________
Email: ________________________________________________________

*The academic/government rate is extended to all participants registering as full time employees of government and universities. To receive the
academic/government rate you must not be affiliated with any private organizations either as consultants or owners or part owners of businesses.

FAX, MAIL, CALL, E-MAIL TO:
The Knowledge Foundation, Inc.
18 Webster Street
Brookline, MA 02446 USA
Tel: (617) 232-7400
Fax: (617) 232-9171
E-Mail: custserv@knowledgefoundation.com

Payment: All payments must be made in U.S. funds drawn on

a U.S. bank. Please make check(s) payable to The Knowledge
Foundation, Inc. and attach to the registration form even if you
have registered by phone, fax or e-mail. To guarantee your
registration, payment must be received prior to the conference.
Confirmation of your booking will follow.

Discount Accommodations and Travel: A block of rooms

has been allocated at a special reduced rate. Please make your
reservations by May 9, 2010. When making reservations, please
refer to the The Knowledge Foundation. Contact The
Knowledge Foundation if you require assistance.
Venue: Hilton Boston Back Bay
40 Dalton Street
Boston, MA 02115

For Hotel Reservations Contact:

Andersen Travel
Phone:
(508) 429-6494 or 1-800-229-6494
Fax:
(508) 429-7380
Email:
kramer@andersentvl.com
Substitutions/Cancellations: A substitute member of your
company may replace your attendance at any time at no
charge if you find your schedule prevents you from attending.
Please notify us immediately so that materials can be prepared.
If you do not wish to substitute your registration, we regret
that your cancellation will be subject to a $100 processing fee.
To receive a prompt refund, we must receive your cancellation
in writing 30 days prior to the conference. Unfortunately
cancellations cannot be accepted after that date. In the event
that Knowledge Foundation cancels an event, The Knowledge
Foundation cannot resume responsibility for any travel-related
costs.

Unable to Attend?

You can purchase a full set of conference documentation. Simply check
the box on the registration form and send it to us along with your
payment. Please allow 4 weeks after the conference date for delivery.

